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Just like several countries have seen a 
heatwave this summer, SAP SuccessFactors 
Learning (aka SuccessFactors Learning 
Management System (LMS)) also sees 
some sizzling updates for this quarter, 
which will benefit both Learning Users 
and Administrators alike. Predominately, 
the biggest differences that Users will 
appreciate are around the improved Course 
Home page, and the enhancements to 
mobile accessibility for Learning – but that’s 
not all, as SAP puts ‘Machine Learning’ into 
‘Learning’…as we will discover below!

Course Home Page

SAP SuccessFactors have invested 
significantly on improving and enhancing the 
Course Home page, redesigning both the way 
in which the User launches Content, and for 
Instructor-led Items, how the User registers on 
to the Course. In summary, the Course Home 
page now supports the following features:

• Substitutes

• Pre-requisites

• Approval process

• Commerce flows

• Surveys

• E-signature

• Assign to me

Learning Management System

- Stephanie Perks, Consultant



This means an enhanced experience for 
the User, as they see further information 
and accessibility functionality around the 
Learning Items. For example, Users now have 
visibility as to why they are unable to launch 
a certain piece of Content; if a User tries to 
launch Content to which they have not met 
the pre-requisites, then a warning message is 
displayed to the User, and they are unable to 
proceed.

Similarly, we see the introduction of the 
‘Register Threshold’ this quarter, which 
indicates to the User why they cannot register 
for a particular Scheduled Offering. Moreover, 
Users can now see (where available) how 
many people are on a waiting list, and request 
to join the waiting list for the specific Learning 
Item.

Furthermore, a ‘Buy Course’ button has been 
introduced to Learning Items where the Course 
must be purchased before the User can 
proceed. Equally, if a Course has a sponsored 
payment, this is now indicated to the User on 
the Item. If a Course requires approval, this 
is indicated on the Learning Item, and if the 
use of E-signatures has been enabled, Users 
can now apply their E-signature to complete 
Items – although this is not supported 
if there is an approval process required 
after the E-signature. A new node is also 
available as an entry in the list of completed 
Content, denoting to the User that they have 
successfully completed the Learning Item. 
Consequently, the User has greater visibility 
and understanding of the associated costs for 
their Courses and have more control over the 
interaction and ownership of their completed 
Learning.

Other enhancements have also been made to 
the Course Home Page, such as the increased 
content window size on launch, from feedback 
received from the SuccessFactors

user community (customers had previously 
encountered issues with the launch page 
due to the sizing restrictions). Importantly, 
if enabled by the Learning Administrator, 
all of these changes are now available for 
application to the Course Home page in the 
Production environment.

Personalised Learning 
Recommendations

Facilitated by SAP Leonardo, and requiring 
no additional configuration from the Learning 
Administrator, Personalised Learning 
Recommendations enable targeted learning 
recommendations to the User. Machine 
learning algorithms drive recommendations, 
which the User can influence by subscribing 
to their topics of interest, allowing courses 
of interest to be easily located for the User 
from their Learning Catalogue(s). This is 
facilitated by the system taking data from the 
User’s Learning History, the User’s Profile, 
any configured User Custom Columns (as 
defined by an Administrator) and the User’s 
Activity Data. The existing Recommendations 
Newsletter has been enhanced as a 
consequence of this development and will 
now include the User’s Personalised Learning 
Recommendations in additional to their Peer 
and Assignment Profile recommendations.

It is important to note that the Learning 
Management System must be integrated 
to SuccessFactors Platform in order to use 
Personalised Learning Recommendations and 
that this feature is currently restricted solely 
to customers in the Early Adopter Programme. 
Customers who wish to join this Programme 
must express their interest by completing a 
form, and SuccessFactors will then contact 
the qualifying customers. Note also that at this 
point recommendations are only available in 
English.
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Recommendations Tile

Mobile

The Recommendations Tile for Learning, 
which is shown on a User’s home page, has 
been enhanced to contain two new types of 
recommendation; ‘Popular with Peers’ and 
‘Topic Related recommendations’. ‘Popular 
with Peers’ provides recommended Learning 
Items driven upon similar Users’ Learning, and 
‘Topic Related recommendations’, provides 
recommendations driven by any topic(s) that 
have been subscribed to by the User.

Recommendations now display the Learning 
Item Rating, the Course Duration (when 
specified) and the Course Description. This 
means that the User does not have to navigate 
back to the Course Home page to view the 
details of the recommended Item. See Figure 
11.1.

until a subsequent Q4 2018 release. Mobile 
Content Rendering improvements have been 
seen to resolve 95% of issues that were being 
raised by customers, and SAP are incredibly 
keen to hear from any customers who use this 
functionality and continue to encounter any 
problems! They appear to be really committed 
to making learning a solid experience on 
mobile.

Another key enhancement is that Learning 
Programmes will now be visible from the 
Mobile application – for both iOS and 
Android Users. This means that additional 
Learning Programme functionality such as 
searching, assigning and completing courses, 
withdrawing from a Programme, and reviewing 
the Programme details, will all be available for 
actioning via Mobile.

Furthermore, the Learning Offline feature is 
now available to both Android and iOS Users. 
Online Content can be downloaded, and 
courses can then be completed either on or 
offline. Users are therefore no longer reliant 
on connectivity for completion following 
download, which is an important step forward 
for learning on mobile. This functionality was 
previously only available to iOS Users, but the 
Android parity is slated for the September 2018 
Android app update within the Q3 release 
window.

This quarter sees several developments for 
Learning on the Mobile application. Firstly, SAP 
SuccessFactors plan to introduce an improved 
Mobile Content Render for iOS. This is a 
huge step for ensuring that a wider range of 
Learning content can then render successfully
in the Mobile application. However, this is not 
anticipated to be available to Android Users

Figure 11.1
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Conclusion

We can see that SAP SuccessFactors have 
greatly invested in Learning enhancements for 
this quarter, from the multiple developments 
to the Course Home page, the Personalised 
Learning Recommendations using SAP 
Leonardo, the Recommendations Tile 
improvements, and the increased functionality 
available via Mobile. While some functionality 
will be deprecated in this release, such as the 
Event Rules menu (although SAP had always 
highly advised against using this functionality), 
we have a lot of upcoming features to look 
forward to in the next release – such as 
the Fiori User Experience due to arrive in 
Production. Roll on the next release, and the 
prosperous future for Learning Management!

will automatically be removed from the Mobile 
app.

In addition, for this update, Users will 
appreciate a reduction in data entry and 
an improved experience for Continuous 
Performance Management (CPM) activities. 
iOS Learning and Continuous Performance 
Management Users can enter their CPM 
Achievements from the history screen of the 
User’s completed Learning Items, as well as 
enter their CPM Activities from the item details 
screen of the User’s Learning Assignments. 
The iOS app update for this is expected to drop 
in the September 2018 app update with the 
Android app update following after.

Finally, there are also some minor 
enhancements for the Android app. These 
include the option for Learning Certificates for 
course Completion to now be obtained and 
displayed on Mobile, Course Pass and Fail 
settings will be supported on downloaded 
Course Content, and Downloaded Learning 
Content that should no longer be accessible to 
the User (where access has been removed) 
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How Can We Help?

Zalaris excels in delivering comprehensive HR and payroll services across the UK, Northern Europe,
the Baltics and Poland. Our industry leadership position, however, goes beyond the borders and
constraints of other providers to enable what matters most to our clients: maximising the value of
human capital through excellence in HR processes.

• Scoping Services - for if you are thinking of moving to the HCM Cloud but are unsure of where to
   start.

• Support Services - for if you are already using SAP SuccessFactors and want a flexible support
   partner.

• Release Management Services - for if you are struggling to take advantage of the quarterly
   innovations in SAP SuccessFactors.

• Business Process Services - for if you are looking for operational support with your HCM processes.

• Training Services - for if you are not getting the most out your SuccessFactors system.
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